
  
 
 

  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

OPERA WIRE: 
“David Hertzberg is one of the great composers on the rise. 

He’s an award-winner that is slated for a major career.” 
 

WQXR Blog: 
from David Patrick Stearns’s “New York’s Most Memorable Concerts of 2018” 
“’The Rose Elf’ sealed David Hertzberg’s reputation as one of the most notable 

up-and-coming composers with his lush, dramatically alert 
Hans Christian Andersen adaptation.” 

 
OPERA NEWS: 

“David Hertzberg’s music is vital, colorful and dramatic. His opera The Rose Elf is a 
compelling and welcome addition to the operatic canon.” 

 
THE WALL STREET JOURNAL: 

“The Wake World, by the prodigiously gifted David Hertzberg, has an early 20th –
century aura, with the sheen and muscle of Strauss wedded to the diaphanous spirit 

of Debussy, but with a distinctly modern edge. This composer is a find.” 
             

THE NEW YORK TIMES : 
“The Wake World is engrossing. Just five instrumentalists produce wondrous colors 
and sonorities, and the choral writing is eerily voluptuous. Spiked with modernist 

elements, it makes Mr. Hertzberg seem a 21st century Ravel.” 
 

THE NEW YORK TIMES: 
“Mr. Hertzberg demonstrates that a gifted young composer can be inspired by 

masters and still speak with a vibrantly personal style.”   

Photo by Adam Moskowitz 
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DAVID HERTZBERG, composer 
 
The “opulently gifted” David Hertzberg (Opera News) is an innovative young composer whose works continue to amaze and thrill audiences. His 

opera The Wake World received the 2018 Best New Opera Award from the Music Critics Association of North America. Commissioned and 

premiered by Opera Philadelphia, the work was his first as the company’s composer-in-residence. In the summer of 2018, his opera The Rose Elf 

opens a special series at the catacombs in the Green-Wood Cemetery in Brooklyn. 

 

Having received an American Composers Orchestra’s Underwood Emerging Composer commission, David Hertzberg's Symphony was premiered in 

Carnegie's Zankel Hall, and his septet, Ellébore, performed as part of Mason Bates’ KC Jukebox program at the Kennedy Center in Washington, DC.  

Additional works were performed by the Kansas City Symphony, at Harvard University (a Fromm Music Foundation commission), the North State 

Symphony, and soprano Julia Bullock at the Resonant Bodies Festival in New York.  Other New York City performances included his femminina, 

oscura with The Mannes America Composers Ensemble, which celebrates living American composers, and his Méditation boréale for String 

Quartet, which was featured at New York's Institute for Jewish Research. 

 

Mr. Hertzberg's commissions have been premiered by New York City Opera, the Colorado-All State Orchestra, pianist Steven Lin, violinist In Mo 

Yang, the Curtis Orchestra, and the PRISM Saxophone Quartet, in a commission from the American Composers Forum with funds from the Jerome 

Foundation.  His piece, Spectre of the Spheres, was performed by the New England Philharmonic and was chosen by Mason Bates to be read by the 

Pittsburgh Symphony at the orchestra’s 11th Annual Reading Session and was also selected by the American Composers Orchestra for its annual 

Underwood New Music Reading Session.  

 

Mr. Hertzberg has had multiple compositions premiered by Juilliard ensembles at Alice Tully Hall:  femminina, oscura, by the New Juilliard 

Ensemble, and his Nympharum for high soprano and orchestra was premiered as the winner of the Juilliard Orchestra’s composer competition, 

receiving the further distinction of the William Schuman Prize at the BMI Student Composer Awards and the Arthur Friedman Prize for the score 

judged most outstanding in the competition.  Among his numerous prizes are the Charles Ives Scholarship from the American Academy of Arts and 

Letters, the ASCAP Morton Gould Young Composer Awards, and an Aaron Copland Award from Copland House.   

 

As the 2012-2015 YCA Composer-in-Residence, Mr. Hertzberg’s Ablutions of Oblivion was premiered by soprano Julia Bullock. Orgie Céleste was 

premiered on the Young Concert Artists Composers Concert in New York by clarinetist Narek Arutyunian, violinist Paul Huang, and pianist Ursula 

Oppens; The New York Times wrote: “In this riveting work, Mr. Hertzberg demonstrates that a gifted young composer can be inspired by masters and 

still speak with a vibrantly personal style.” 

 

In addition to his residency at Copland House, Mr. Hertzberg had two residencies at the artist colony Yaddo.  He participated in the Santa Fe 

Chamber Music Festival’s Young Composers Program, where his commission Méditation boréale was premiered by the Flux Quartet, and later 

performed by the Dover Quartet at the Curtis Institute and the Fromm Quartet at the Tanglewood Music Center.  Mr. Hertzberg participated in the 

Master Class Programme with the Stenhammar Quartet at the Swedish Collegium in Uppsala, Sweden.  While there, he worked with composers 

Steven Stucky and Anders Hillborg.  Mr. Hertzberg was a Leonard Bernstein Composition Fellow at the Tanglewood Music Center and attended the 

Aspen Music Festival, working with George Tsontakis.  He has studied composition at the Internationale Ferienkurse für Neue Musik in Darmstadt, 

Freie Universität in Berlin, and was a Fellow at the European American Musical Alliance at La Schola Cantorum in Paris in 2010.  His work was 

performed at the Intimacy of Creativity Festival in Hong Kong.   

 

Born in 1990 in Los Angeles, California, Mr. Hertzberg started studying composition, violin, cello, and piano at the age of eight at the Colburn 

School in Los Angeles.  He completed his Bachelor’s and Master’s Degrees with Scholastic Distinction from the Juilliard School, where he worked 

with Samuel Adler.  While there, he held a teaching fellowship and was awarded the John Erskine Prize for outstanding artistic and academic 

achievement.  He holds an Artist Diploma from The Curtis Institute of Music, where he worked with Richard Danielpour. 
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The Rose Elf 
BROOKLYN 
The Angel’s Share | Greenwood Cemetery 
6/8/18 
 
 

IN EARLY JUNE, The Angel’s Share presented what was billed as the “world premiere” of David Hertzberg’s opera The Rose Elf, a 

compelling and welcome addition to the operatic canon. The performances took place in the catacombs of Brooklyn’s Greenwood 
Cemetery (seen June 8). 
 
Based upon the Hans Christian Anderson story, The Rose Elf is David Hertzberg’s second one-act opera. Hertzberg provided the 
libretto, as well as the music. His libretto stayed true to the original story, albeit with a few practical modifications. The incestuous 
implications of the story—rather subtle in the original—were brought very much to the fore in the opera. The cast consisted of four 
singers, three of whom were required to be adept dancers. Much of the opera, particularly at the beginning, was presented as dance with 
periodic narration from the title character. Were one unfamiliar with the original story, it would take a while for the listener/viewer to 
figure out what exactly was going on, plot-wise. As the story progressed, all became much clearer. Other than The Elf, the cast each had 
only one real aria, relying heavily instead on dance and mime. 
 
Hertzberg’s music is vital, colorful and dramatic. One could hear very strong influences both from the theatrical music of Debussy and 
from late-Romanticism, interleaved with highly modernistic stylistic aspects. It is very much to his credit that Hertzberg was able to 
keep the music and drama engaging in such a relentlessly dark, tragic, creepy story. 
 
The production, directed by R. B. Schlather, featured a strong cast. In the title role, soprano Samantha Hankey gave a vividly dramatic 
yet otherworldly performance. The Elf narrates the murder and comments upon it and upon her disapproval of human behavior and 
psychology. As The Girl, soprano Alisa Jordheim showed great passion, grief and vulnerability. Tenor Kyle Bielfield gave a fine portrayal 
of The Beloved, with appropriate vocal sweetness. Andrew Bogard made The Brother come across in a truly menacing, profoundly 
powerful way. His enormous bass voice filled the room utterly. 
 
Fortunately, the acoustic in the catacombs was very good, allowing the chamber orchestra, under the skilled direction of Teddy Poll, to 
go full-tilt loud without covering the voices, and to be heard with great clarity during the softer moments as well. The catacombs is a 
long, quite narrow room with smaller burial chambers (some of them empty) on either wall. The audience was seated along both long 
walls. This meant that the drama took place within inches of us, which made us all feel obliged to tuck in our feet and occasionally fear 
collisions with the fast-moving, gyrating dancers. At times, the drama was occurring almost in one’s lap and at other times in a spot for 
which the viewer had to lean out into the performance space to observe the action. Schlather’s direction was very clever and evocative, 
helping us to enjoy attending the opera in this space. He brilliantly used the entirety of the space, from floor to ceiling.   
 
—Arlo McKinnon 

 

 

https://www.operanews.com/Opera_News_Magazine/2018/9/Reviews/BROOKLYN__The_Rose_Elf.html 

https://www.operanews.com/operanews/templates/review.aspx?date=9/1/2018


NEWS   from Young Concert Artists, Inc.  

David Hertzberg, composer 

 

An Opera Tragedy Unfolds Gloomily –  

Inside A Catacomb 

 

By David Patrick Stearns DATE POSTED: JUNE 15, 2018 
 

BROOKLYN – Somewhere in opera history, there must be a premiere that took place in an underground 

setting. But in a catacomb? Such was the circumstance of The Rose Elf, an opera by the young 

composer David Hertzberg that was unveiled in performances on June 6, 8, and 10 at the Catacombs of Green-

Wood Cemetery, incorporated in 1838 with 478 rolling acres in Brooklyn that scenically overlook Manhattan. 

The production was part of a new performance series titled “The Angel’s Share,” and one of numerous events 

that fell under the umbrella of the 2018 New York Opera Fest. The opera comes fast on the heels of 

Hertzberg’s The Wake World, which was premiered by Opera Philadelphia less than a year ago and won 

the Music Critics Association of North America’s 2018 Best New Opera Award. 

Much in line with harmonically lush, neo-Impressionistic past works by Hertzberg, this adaptation of the Hans 

Christian Andersen’s short story “The Elf of the Rose,” with a self-authored libretto, was compelling on every 

level throughout its one-hour running time. By no means does the opera need the special atmosphere of the 

Green-Wood venue, though R. B. Schlather’s staging employed the space in one of his most imaginative and 

consistently successful efforts yet. 

 

David Hertzberg’s new opera ‘The Rose Elf’ was staged in the catacomb of Green-Wood Cemetery. (Photo: Kevin Condon) 

(continues) 

http://nyoperafest.com/2018/event/the-rose-elf/
http://www.davidhertzbergmusic.com/
http://gothamist.com/2013/06/10/photos_take_a_tour_of_green-woods_c.php
https://www.deathofclassical.com/angelshare
http://nyoperafest.com/2018/
https://www.operaphila.org/whats-on/on-stage-2017-2018/the-wake-world/
https://classicalvoiceamerica.org/2018/04/09/james-bash-opera-award-copy/
http://hca.gilead.org.il/elf_rose.html
http://www.rbschlather.com/
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The working environment is a variation on “The Crypt Sessions,” a series 

established by Andrew Ousley of Unison Media that presents major artists in 

the bowels of the Church of the Intercession in Harlem,   Now, with his 

particular talent for getting a Yamaha piano into unorthodox spaces, Ousley is 

also exploring the greater possibilities of the Green-Wood site, built into a 

hillside in 1851. Already, “The Angel’s Share” has scheduled a full season of 

recitals and opera. 

Although The Rose Elf attracted sellout audiences, its limited seating capacity 

of 140 poses no threat to the likes of Lincoln Center. Keep in mind, it’s a 

catacomb, not a theater – just as the Royal Opera’s forthcoming off-site 

premiere of Cave by Tansy Davies and Nick Drake at the chic 

underground Printworks London is, at the end of the day, a former printing 

plant. The Rose Elf creative team compared its catacomb experience to “going 

camping with lots of friends.” With Leonard Bernstein buried nearby, the joke 

was that his shade micro-managed the proceedings when a singer would 

unexpectedly slip into a gesture suggesting “The Dance at the Gym” 

from West Side Story. 

But there was nothing casual about the production, unfolding in the 

155-foot long, ten-foot-wide catacomb with doorways leading into small vault rooms every few feet. 

Supertitles were projected at various points along the walls, where the audience’s seats were lined up side by 

side. At the far end of the catacomb was a nine-piece ensemble (strings, horn, clarinet, piano, and percussion 

conducted by Teddy Poll) and through a feat of professionalism, the singers (starting with Samantha 

Hankey as the Elf) were able to stand at the opposite end of the hall and sing with no apparent coordination 

problems with the instrumentalists. For most of the opera, the hallway was dark, though listeners were part of 

the lighting design, each individual holding a fluorescent green glow stick that kept the singers from running 

into anybody. An avalanche of flower petals engulfed one character from a ceiling portal. Singers often made 

entrances and exits from the vault rooms. 

Typical of Andersen, the story begins with an imaginary creature – an elf living inside in a rose – who 

witnesses the love vows of a young couple and becomes dedicated to their 

welfare. Less typically, it ends as a revenge parable. The woman’s lover is 

murdered by her brother, and his decapitated head hidden in a flower pot, the 

presence of which reveals the guilty party. Neither Hertzberg nor Schlather 

seem inclined to be so literal with the ending. 

 

It’s actually hard to say exactly what happens to the characters other than 

transcendence and death. Both artists work so intuitively that explanations are 

often not possible, not needed, and not wanted. Along the way, Schlather’s 

staging was extremely physical, with the lover’s corpse being dragged along  

the catacomb floor. One strangely homo-erotic moment had the killer running 

his hands over the corpse’s body, as if to examine the life he has 

extinguished. At one point, bright lights came on – like “last call” at a dance 

club – as the opera’s perspective shifted from the victims to the murderer. 

 

And the opera itself? Hertzberg (born in 1990 in Los Angeles) wrote and 

workshopped The Rose Elf prior to writing The Wake World – in record time – 

for the O17 Festival of Opera Philadelphia, where Hertzberg has been a 

composer in residence. I didn’t see The Wake World, though I have heard 

sound files of the piece that left me not only enthralled with the composer’s dreamy post-Impressionist, Kaija 

(continues) 

Samantha Hankey is the fairy creature Rose Elf  

(Photo: Matthew Placek) 

Girl, (Jordheim), lover (Bielfield),  
brother (Bogard) enmesh. (Placek) 

https://www.deathofclassical.com/cryptsessions
https://www.unison.media/about
http://www.intercessionnyc.org/
http://www.roh.org.uk/productions/cave-by-lucy-bailey
https://printworkslondon.co.uk/
https://www.green-wood.com/2010/leonard-bernstein/
http://teddypoll.com/biography/
https://www.samanthahankey.com/
https://classicalvoiceamerica.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/0-Rose-Elf-Girl-Jordheim-Lover-Bielfield-Brother-Bogard-Matthew-Placek.jpg


Saariaho-influenced harmonic language but also wondering about his storytelling 

acumen. No such reservations were possible with The Rose Elf, whose score had 

exactly the right touch at every turn with an unerring sense of pacing. 

 

The lushness (often reminding me of the little-known Dutch composer Alphons 

Diepenbrock) provided the basic dramatic canvas for the story, conveying the story’s 

extensive floral life – intoxicating but often emotionally neutral, as is the plant life it 

portrays. From there, the well-crafted, dramatically apt vocal lines rode the piece’s 

waves toward some sort of resolution but were constantly hijacked by new harmonic 

avenues. Yet never did the piece meander. Hertzberg is a master of the slow dramatic 

buildup that starts gathering force almost imperceptibly, until you realize the music 

has insinuated itself into your soul. A passage about grief, for example, began with 

what sounded like repeating tubular bells, and then climaxed with a more relentless 

percussive piano in a similar musical gesture. You wonder how a composer so young 

achieves such psychological depth. 

 

Each of Hertzberg’s slow buildups has a distinct character, though sometimes with a kinship suggested by 

recurring motifs. Also, below the music’s surface luster is a Puccinian streak. In contrast to, say, 

Debussy’s Pelléas et Mélisande, which implies more than it states, Hertzberg isn’t at all afraid to be more 

frankly passionate or to write effusive, rhapsodic vocal lines in a genuine love duet. Some of the  

opera’s more arresting moments, though, came with dramatic excursions into musical starkness that felt 

harmonically naked, with loud, slashing gestures. The smartly 

orchestrated ensemble sounded at least three times bigger than it was. 

 

Is it going too far to say the singers were downright heroic? No, 

mainly because the cast was so well adapted to the catacomb 

environment, as well as its surprisingly clear, focused acoustic, that 

you didn’t see the effort behind their respective achievements. Also, 

their performances were so much of a piece that vocal and physical 

gestures were one and the same. As the evil brother, Andrew 

Bogard projected his character’s malevolence without exaggeration or 

apologies, and felt all the more powerful for the elegance of his 

vocalism. Soprano Hankey wasn’t elfish in any traditional sense. 

Physically and vocally, she was imposing and stood apart from 

everyone, as she should. As the couple, Kyle Bielfield and Alisa 

Jordheim sang a love duet that convinced me that this music is at least the equal of Puccini. 

David Patrick Stearns is music critic for the Philadelphia Inquirer and contributor to Gramophone, Opera 

News, and WQXR’s Operavore blog and creates radio features for WRTI-FM.  

 
https://classicalvoiceamerica.org/2018/06/15/an-opera-tragedy-unfolds-darkly-inside-a-catacomb/ 
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Bogard’s character meets a  

a dark, elusive fate. (Placek) 

David Hertzberg (Condon) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alphons_Diepenbrock
https://www.andrewbogard.com/
http://www.alisasuzannejordheim.com/
https://classicalvoiceamerica.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/0-Hertzberg-Rose-Elf-brother-Andrew-Bogard-Matthew-Placek.jpg
https://classicalvoiceamerica.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/Composer-David-Hertzberg-Kevin-Condon.jpg
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David Hertzberg,  composer 

 

 
Is Opera Dying? No, But This One Is Staged 
Among the Dead 
 
A new series, opening with David Hertzberg’s “The Rose Elf,” will produce classical 
performances in the narrow catacomb at Green-Wood Cemetery in Brooklyn. 

 
A rehearsal for David Hertzberg’s “The Rose Elf” in the catacomb  
at Green-Wood Cemetery in Brooklyn.  
 

By Arthur Lubow 

Photographs by Vincent Tullo 

June 1, 2018 

 

For an opera whose heroine stores her murdered lover’s head in a flowerpot, the setting 
felt creepily appropriate. Lining both sides of the long central passage of the catacomb at 
Green-Wood Cemetery in Brooklyn were family vaults that discreetly sheltered long-
departed loved ones. 
 
Overseeing the first rehearsal of David Hertzberg’s “The Rose Elf,” which opens on June 
6 and starts a new programming series in the evocative space, Andrew Ousley cast an 
approving eye on the barrel-ceiling room. Illuminated by 14 circular skylights, the 
catacomb is 155 feet long but only 10 feet wide. The walls are stained, crumbling 
plaster. (continues) 



 
Teddy Poll, the production’s conductor, rehearsing the piece. 
 

It’s a hallmark setting for Mr. Ousley, 35, who has established his own very particular 
niche presenting classical performances in places that were designed for grieving 
remembrance. For the last three years, he has supervised a series of concerts in the 
underground crypt of the Church of the Intercession in north Harlem. His website is 
cheekily called deathofclassical.com. 
 
Having heard about the crypt concerts, Harry Weil, the manager of programs at Green-
Wood, contacted Mr. Ousley to see if he would be interested in the catacomb. Because 
the 478-acre cemetery is almost fully occupied, its management team is sussing out 
nontraditional revenue streams. Green-Wood hosts more than 200 public programs a 
year in various parts of its picturesque grounds. 
 
“When the cemetery was founded in 1838, it was a social space where people would 
come and picnic,” Mr. Weil said. “This was before Central or Prospect Park.” 
 
But that moment can’t be completely recaptured, largely because modern sensibilities 
are more uncomfortable in the presence of death. “We’re an active burial site and have 
historic structures,” Mr. Weil said. “It was necessary to find partners who are sensitive 
to that.” 
 
When he saw the catacomb last fall, Mr. Ousley immediately saw its potential. “I got the 
same feeling as when I first stepped into the crypt,” he said. 
 
The challenge was to find suitable programming. Meeting over coffee at Christmastime 
with Samantha Hankey, a young mezzo-soprano, he mentioned his quest. “I have an 
opera that’s an hour long, and it’s perfect,” she told him. “It’s about death and elves and 
dirt.” 
 
Ms. Hankey had just starred in a semi staged performance of “The Rose Elf” that had 
been developed by Opera Philadelphia. Based on a Hans Christian Andersen tale, the 
opera recounts the brutal killing of a woman’s lover by her evil brother, as seen by an elf 
hidden within a rose. The music is voluptuous and passionate, in a French 
Impressionist vein. 
 
 
 (continues) 

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/09/29/arts/music/-review-david-greilsammer-piano-crypt.html
https://www.deathofclassical.com/


“I tried to realize with the elf this meta-gender, gender-fluid erotic creature that 
witnesses this lurid tragedy with a detached voyeurism and is kind of transformed by 
it,” Mr. Hertzberg, 28, said. 
 
When he learned of the proposal to stage his opera in the Green-Wood catacomb, he 
responded enthusiastically. “It felt so fated,” he said. “In so many ways, the catacomb 
will evoke the sexy, expressive danger and intense claustrophobia of the story.” 
 
His director, R.B. Schlather, was more skeptical. Mr. Schlather, 32, had worked on 
“The Rose Elf” in Philadelphia, and last September there, he staged Mr. Hertzberg’s 
“The Wake World” at the Barnes Foundation;  
 
it was recently honored as the best new opera of the year by the Music Critics 
Association of North America. 
“I was initially resistant,” Mr. Schlather said. “But when I got here, I saw it made a lot 
of sense, because the piece has a lot to do with death.” Working with a bare-bones 
budget, he also realized that a cemetery provides an ample supply of the two chief 
items the story calls for: flowers and dirt. 
 

 
Mr. Hertzberg with the mezzo-soprano Samantha Hankey, who plays the Elf. 
 

Presenting operas in nontraditional settings is becoming a new tradition. The New 
York company On Site Opera has produced shows in such unexpected surroundings as 
Madame Tussauds wax museum and the Bronx Zoo. To close his inaugural season at 
Green-Wood, Mr. Ousley plans to bring in On Site’s production of three pieces by 
Gregg Kallor, including the world premiere of “Sketches from ‘Frankenstein.’” 
 
“The Met and Lincoln Center and Carnegie Hall put on what for a long time was an 
extraordinary experience,” said Mr. Ousley. “But what people of my generation expect 
out of a cultural experience has changed. They want a larger experience than just the 
performance, so we include time where they can eat something and have a drink and 
socialize with friends or meet new people. They want something unique and visually 
interesting as well as something sonically interesting: the Instagram effect. And they 
want something that moves them and makes them feel something.” 
 
 

(continues) 

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/09/20/arts/music/opera-philadelphia-o17.html


Mr. Ousley wandered into the career of part-time impresario. The founder of Unison 
Media, a classical marketing and public relations company, he was looking to arrange 
showcase performances for a couple of clients when a friend told him about attending a 
private concert in the Harlem crypt. Mr. Ousley checked out the space. 
 
“I thought it was acoustically suited to the music, and also more newsworthy than, say, 
Le Poisson Rouge,” he recalled, referring to the Greenwich Village basement club. 
 

Although producing concerts wasn’t a moneymaking enterprising — profits went to the 
church, as they will go to Green-Wood — Mr. Ousley enjoyed it so much that he pressed 
on. With only 49 seats, the $75 tickets for each crypt concert quickly sold out (as have 
the $80 seats for the premiere of “The Rose Elf”). 
 
For the crypt concerts, Mr. Ousley provided free grub and plonky wine before visitors 
descended for the hourlong performance. “If you have food, wine and a social 
component, you don’t need three hours of music,” he said. “I love ‘Tristan’ as much as 
the next person, but I don’t need to hear that all the time.” 
 
At Green-Wood, he is upping his game, enlisting as sponsors several small distilleries, a 
craft beer brewery and a winery. Adopting the term that distillers use for the portion of 
their whiskey that evaporates as it ages in the barrel, Mr. Ousley calls the cemetery 
series The Angel’s Share. In fair weather (because the catacomb lacks heating, 
performances are scheduled only in the temperate months), the audience will 
congregate on a greensward with a commanding view to sip and sample before walking 
to the catacomb. 
 
On a sunny, flowering spring afternoon, no one could argue with Mr. Weil, who said: 
“The main star of the show is always Green-Wood. People are blown away by how large 
and how beautiful it is.” 
 
Within the catacomb, the creative team was discovering that the resonant acoustics 
were as opulent as the landscape. “I love how bloomy it is,” said Mr. Hertzberg. “It’s all 
smeared in a very languorous way.” 

Some 140 spectators will be placed in long single rows along the sides of the central 
space, with a nine-piece orchestra at the far end and the singers moving up and down. 
“When Sam sings a high B, it will be right in somebody’s face,” Mr. Hertzberg said with 
a giggle. 
 
The more time he spent at Green-Wood, the more he became sure that the opera would 
benefit from the setting. “We’ve been interested in exploring ways that the raw vitality 
and danger of a space can enlarge the experience of the music,” he said. 
 
His black jacket splotched by white dust from the decomposing wall, Mr. Hertzberg said 
that for “The Rose Elf,” the catacomb felt uncannily like home. 
 
 
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/06/01/arts/music/rose-elf-green-wood-cemetery-
opera.html 
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New York Opera Fest 2018 Preview: Don’t Miss the World 
Premiere of David Hertzberg’s ‘The Rose Elf’ 

 

(Credit: Kevin Condon) 

POSTED BY: DAVID SALAZAR JUNE 5, 2018 

With the New York Opera Fest 2018 officially underway, OperaWire will be showcasing small previews for 

each major participant at the festival, as we did during last year’s event. However, we are doing things a bit 

differently this year and giving the floor directly to each company to speak to you, the reader, directly. Enjoy! 

David Hertzberg is one of the great composers on the rise. He’s an award-winner that is slated for a 
major career in the opera world, which means that his upcoming work “The Rose Elf,” is a must-see 
for enthusiasts of new opera. And thanks to Unison Media, that production is a major part of this 
year’s New York Opera Fest experience. 

Productions 

June 6, 8, 10: Unison Media and Green-Wood Cemetery present “The Rose Elf:” Catacombs of The 
Green-Wood Cemetary, 500 25th Street, Brooklyn, NY 

Tell us a bit about your company in general and what you’re all about! 

Unison Media does a bit of everything – whether it’s handling publicity and social media for artists 
like Lawrence Brownlee, Gustavo Dudamel, Amanda Majeski, On Site Opera, and many others, or 
building websites, or running our two concert series – we try to explore new and different ways to 

 (continues) 
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promote opera and classical music and to bring more beauty to a world that desperately needs it. 

Our “Crypt Sessions” series, which features performances in the staggeringly beautiful Crypt Chapel 
under the Church of the Intercession in Harlem, has been covered by every major cultural outlet in 
the country and was named one of The New York Times’s “Best Classical Music Concerts of 2017.” 
“The Angel’s Share” series looks to build on that, kicking off with “The Rose Elf” and concluding with  

the world premiere of Gregg Kallor’s dramatic cantata “Sketches from Frankenstein,” as well as his 
acclaimed setting of Poe’s “The Tell-Tale Heart,” both in partnership with the amazing folks at On Site 
Opera. 

There’s a lot of angst-ridden, hand-wringing over the death of classical music and opera, but based on 
the view from the Crypt and Catacombs, things look very much alive to us… 

Tell us a bit about your production(s) and why you’re excited about them! 

“The Rose Elf” is the first production of our new series “The Angel’s Share,” featuring intimate 
performances in the remarkable Catacombs of the Green-Wood Cemetery. Each concert is preceded 
by a whiskey tasting at sunset overlooking the New York City skyline before we descend to the 
catacombs at dusk. It’s an extension of our other series, “The Crypt Sessions,” which takes place in a 
Harlem Crypt and has featured performances by Lawrence Brownlee, John Holiday, Daniela Mack & 
Kevin Puts, Alyson Cambridge, Gregg Kallor, and more. 

“The Rose Elf” is an extraordinary chamber opera composed by David Hertzberg, who recently won 
the Music Critic’s Association of North America’s “Best New Opera” Award for his piece The Wake 
World, which premiered as part of Opera Philadelphia’s O17 Festival last year. The piece tells a 
thorny, terrifying tale of two lovers torn apart by a jealous brother, while the mysterious elf of the title 
watches on, witnessing the tragedy and being transformed through the shared trauma of it. 

With visionary director R. B. Schlather at the helm, leading a luxury cast of singers (Samantha 
Hankey, Alisa Jordheim, Kyle Bielfield, and Andrew Bogard) and a crack orchestra conducted by 
Teddy Poll, this promises to be a singular experience. 

Tell us why you’re excited about this year’s New York Opera Festival! 

We could not be more excited to be joining the amazing list of producers who make up the third 
annual New York Opera Fest! The Fest shows just how much opera is happening in NYC at any given 
moment, and offers a living, breathing, sprawling portrait of modern opera in all its messy, beautiful 
glory. 

What do you feel is the biggest challenge small opera companies face? 

A lack of resources and information, and access to advice and best practices when it comes to the 
countless moving parts of bringing an opera to life – from contracts to production to marketing and 
PR, there’s just so much to keep track of, and many smaller companies don’t know what they’re 
supposed to be doing in some of these important areas. That’s why an organization like the New York 
Opera Alliance is so important since it helps these smaller companies get a leg up, and gives them 
access to a wealth of knowledge and shared experience! 

http://operawire.com/new-york-opera-fest-2018-preview-dont-miss-the-world-premiere-of-david-hertzbergs-the-rose-
elf/ 
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THE HIGH AND LOW NOTES FROM AROUND THE INTERNATIONAL OPERA STAGE 

 

David Hertzberg Wins Music Critics Association of North America Award 

 

POSTED BY: FRANCISCO SALAZAR APRIL 10, 2018 

 

The Music Critics Association of North America is pleased to announce that its second annual award for Best New 

Opera has been given to composer David Hertzberg for “The Wake World.” 

 

The opera, which received its premiere on September 18, 2017, was commissioned by Opera Philadelphia in a co-

presentation with The Barnes Foundation and received rave reviews. In fact, all performances were sold out.  

 

The award for Best New Opera was created to honor musical and theatrical excellence in a fully staged opera that 

received its world premiere in North America during the preceding calendar year. The inaugural award went to 

“Breaking the Waves,” composed by Missy Mazzoli with a libretto by Royce Vavrek. 

 

The award will be presented on April 13 during the MCANA Annual Meeting in Washington, D.C., and Hertzberg will 

be featured in MCANA’s web publication, Classical Voice North America. 

 

The other finalists were “Dinner At Eight,” by composer William Bolcom and librettist Mark Campbell, “The (R)

evolution of Steve Jobs,” by composer Mason Bates and librettist Mark Campbell, and “War of the Worlds,” by 

composer Annie Gosfield and librettist/director Yuval Sharon. 

 

In response to winning the award, Hertzberg said, “The Wake World represents a deeply personal vision, an attempt to 

render in lurid detail the strange, frightening, in-articulable mystery of imagination, into which I poured every iota of 

my creative being. To have this work recognized by a jury of such distinguished and probing musical minds is 

inexpressibly gratifying and moving. I would like to thank director R.B. Schlather for his gleaming inspiration, Opera 

Philadelphia for their support and courage in bringing this work to the stage, and especially, my dad for his 

unconditional respect for my creative journey, which has always seemed to me a superhuman act of generosity.” 

 
http://operawire.com/david-hertzberg-wins-the-music-critics-association-of-north-america/ 
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O17 hits the Barnes with a hallucinatory fairy tale 

The pink people, a lovely shade from head to toe, started to appear in the galleries of the Barnes 

Foundation just after 7:30. A man with a Jimmy Durante rubber nose shuffled by an ensemble 

of paintings by Horace Pippin and William Glackens. That’s how you knew the opera was 

about to start. 

Arts groups are forever talking about getting away from tired formats and immersing audiences 

in the art. Opera Philadelphia on Monday night did something about it. At the start of The Wake 

World, receiving its premiere as part of the company’s O17 festival, you couldn’t be sure who 

was performer and who was audience. 

A long catwalk ran down the middle of the Annenberg Court. Performers sang upon it or 

fanned out among the listeners. The audience was encouraged to walk about, sometimes 

physically trailing the singers as they went about the action. There was something exhilarating 

about all of this in an art form usually laced up tight in strict roles and decorum. 

Such liberation might not have worked well in other repertoire. But The Wake World, by David 

Hertzberg, is music to draw up around you like velvet — or, to borrow from Hertzberg’s own 

libretto, “such soft violet glistens like this place.” The prose was purple, and so was the music, 

so thoroughly an antique musical language that it sounded like a half-remembered dream 

Szymanowski once had about Scriabin. A lesson in music theory isn’t necessary here, but 

suffice it to say that Hertzberg, with degrees from both Juilliard and Curtis, recognizes the 

mystical qualities of a harmonic world that constantly resists resolution. It floats. 

And so does the opera. Based on a fairy tale by Aleister Crowley, the colorful early 20th-

century British poet and magician, the opera’s story follows some of the same themes 

as Bluebeard’s Castle, in the symbolist mode of Maeterlinck. It is the tale of a seeker who 

encounters a prince and ends up being consumed in love by way of some ecstatic 

transformation of consciousness. It may be no surprise that Crowley’s drug of choice was 

hashish. 



David Hertzberg, YCA composer  

An Opera Fest to Binge On 
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| September 19, 2017 | - Heidi Waleson  

Opera Philadelphia has tackled the industrywide problem of declining audiences with 

a dramatic reboot. Armed with sophisticated customer research and an extra $15 

million in fundraising, it launched its new identity last week with “O17,” a 12-day fall 

festival featuring 31 performances of seven different productions in multiple venues. 

With so much on all at once, audience members, both locals and out-of-towners, can 

sample or, it is hoped, binge on the company’s offerings as if they were at the 

Sundance Festival. With that Sundance analogy in mind, the operas of “O17” skew 

toward the new, in a lineup that, astonishingly, includes three world premieres and 

one local premiere. 

The third world premiere, “The Wake World,” by the prodigiously gifted David 

Hertzberg, is a collaboration with the Barnes Foundation and reflects the composer’s 

reaction to that eccentric collector’s deliberate arrangements of art objects. Audience 

members could wander the galleries beforehand, and savor voluptuous Renoirs beside 

buoyant Matisses, or a brutal medieval Crucifixion above a grimacing African statue. 

The opera, staged by R.B. Schlather on a long catwalk in the lofty Annenberg Court, is 

based on Aleister Crowley’s fairy tale. With a text (by the composer) as crammed with 

Technicolor images as an opium dream, it takes Lola on her journey of erotic and 

ecstatic awakening through the palace of the Fairy Prince—like “Bluebeard,” but with 

a happy ending. Mr. Hertzberg’s music, conducted by Elizabeth Braden, has an early 

20th-century aura, with the sheen and muscle of Strauss wedded to the diaphanous 

spirit of Debussy, but with a distinctly modern edge. His variety makes the orchestra 

of five sound like many more instruments, while the chorus of 16 creates a mystical 

underpinning for the arresting principal singers, soprano Maeve Höglund (Lola) and 

mezzo Rihab Chaieb (Fairy Prince). At 80 minutes, the work is about 15 minutes too 

long, and the bravura vocal writing too consistently high, but this composer is a find.  



 

David Hertzberg, composer 

Review: ‘Mason Bates’ KC Jukebox: Ravishment’ at The Kennedy Center 

By Ana Morgenstern | DC Metro Theater Arts | January 31, 2017   

Virginia’s own Mason Bates is the current composer-in-residence at the Kennedy Center and now  

playing the second season of his collaborative KC Jukebox series. The series presents out-of-the-box  

compositions in a different setting than the traditional Concert Hall would provide. The layout for the  

performances is quite different, in a flexible space at the Kennedy Center Atrium with lounge seating, high  

tops and bar tables; it feels like you are in the middle of a cool club straight out of a Woody Allen movie.  

 

Last night, the latest installment of the series was titled Ravishment, after the Second Quartet by John Adams, con-

ducted by Fawzi Haimor. It included other pieces by living composers, starting with a haunting The Night Mare by 

Christopher Cerrone. The composer appeared on screen via a pre-recorded video in black and white, explaining 

that magical realist Jorge Luis Borges was one of the sources of inspiration for this dream-like composition. Cer-

rone is interested in the phenomenon that occurs as we sleep and the disjointed imagery that is random is treated 

like a narrative in our minds. To that end, his piece was one of the most experimental of the night, including not 

only classical instruments but also a DJ in the mix.  

 

The next couple of pieces were by Lisa Bielawa, a composer and vocalist who takes inspiration from literary 

sources and everyday life. In this case, the first piece, Ravishment, was loosely inspired by the poet Percey Shelley 

and his infatuation with an unknown woman, which Bielawa humorously called a little “stalkerish.” The second 

piece, Drama/Self Pity was inspired by Bielawa’s own eavesdropping in public transportation settings and the  

tendency she observed of people going the extra mile in their dramatic assessments of their own lives or  

circumstances in public spaces. This was definitely a fun and entertaining take, one that brings back perspective  

on the perceived versus actual difficulties in daily lives.  

 

The next piece in the program was a short but wonderfully beautiful piece by Los Angeles-based composer David 

Hertzberg titled Ellébore, composed for a sextet. Hertzberg also came to us in black and white video format to 

explain his inspiration for the piece, which was a blooming flower in the winter. Indeed, this was a delicate piece 

that was definitely edgy but kept a balance through strings that reminded me of melting snow and the slow moving 

water accumulating in a field getting ready for spring.  

 

Finally, Bates came out to close the program with a piece by John Adams. “String Quartet is one of those pieces 

that reminds me of Bach” Bates explained to the audience. It was a strong performance and one that reminds us 

why American minimalist composer Adams is one of the most influential contemporary composers. A varied and 

dynamic piece that deserves repeated listening. To hear it live was certainly a treat, and although the set-up  

included amplified sound through microphones instead of the beautiful acoustics of the Concert Hall, there was 

definitely great care into ensuring that sound shined, and it did.  

 

The hundreds of people in the audience showed some love back to the stage, getting up in a standing ovation. Soon 

after, DJ Moose started spinning some tunes, but the majority of the audience left soon after the main performance 

was over. Some of the artists, along with Mason Bates came out and mingled in a setting that was intimate and 

engaging and would make non-traditional fans of classical music comfortable. I certainly appreciated the way  

contemporary composers are put front and center, breathing new life to a field that continues to evolve.  
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Joining the Conversation 
The Composers Concert, with David Hertzberg and Other Young Masters 
-Anthony Tommasini | The New York Times | February 18, 2015 

All composers are influenced by, and even steal from, admired predecessors. This is a proven and     
honorable creative practice. The challenge is to fold such influences into your own musical voice. 

This issue arose on Tuesday at Merkin Concert Hall during an inspiring program of recent works at the 
annual Composers Concert presented byYoung Concert Artists. The outstanding performers included 
veteran guest artists and winners of Young Concert Artists competitions. 

The evening opened with the New York premiere of Benjamin C. S. Boyle’s“Sonata-Cantilena” for flute 
and piano. Mr. Boyle, 35, writes that his piece “celebrates the influences” of Barber and Poulenc. In this 
four-movement work, you recognize the French Neo-Classical elegance of Poulenc’s style and            
harmonically bittersweet hints of Barber. The sonata is skillfully written and sincere. Still, the music is 
permeated with Poulenc and after a while becomes predictable. It was played vividly, however, by the 
impressive flutist Mimi Stillman and the fine pianist Charles Abramovic. 

The next piece was a premiere: David Hertzberg’s “Orgie-Céleste” for clarinet, violin and piano. In this 
riveting work, Mr. Hertzberg, 24, demonstrates that a gifted young composer can be inspired by       
masters and still speak with a vibrantly personal style. 

The music abounds in echoes of composers Mr. Hertzberg seems to have had in his ear, especially   
Messiaen, Schoenberg and Morton Feldman. Yet the sound and dogged exploration of the work’s ideas 
come across as utterly original. It opens with an episode in which the piano plays restless runs with 
hints of bird calls. The violin is consumed with cosmic harmonics, while the clarinet fixates on haunting 
two-note figures. The music goes through bursts of wildness, yet never loses its mystical aura. The    
eminent pianist Ursula Oppens, joined by the violinist Paul Huang and the clarinetist Narek     
Arutyunian, who were both featured in the Young Concert Artists gala concerto concert last year, gave 
an exhilarating performance. 

There were also three short works by the composer and violist Kenji Bunch. First, Mr. Bunch and the 
pianist Monica Ohuchi (who are married) played a quizzical duo, “I Dream in Evergreen.” Then Ms. 
Ohuchi brought her commanding pianism to Mr. Bunch’s eruptive Étude No. 4 for piano. Finally, Mr. 
Bunch played a solo viola piece, “Étouffeé,” with the instrument unconventionally tuned to evoke     
Cajun music — wails, sliding double stops, dance riffs and drones. 

The program ended with the New York premiere of “Summer Night Music,” for piano quartet, by     
another accomplished young composer, Chris Rogerson. In this episodic piece in four movements, I 
heard the influence of Fauré, Copland, Ligeti and Sondheim. Yet, from its captivating opening — with 
the piano playing rustling runs, the violin and viola trading searching phrases and the cello repeating a 
calming riff — the music seemed the manifestation of a confident new musical voice. The performance 
by the renowned artists of Opus One (the violinist Ida Kavafian, the violist Steven Tenenbom, the cellist 
Peter Wiley and the pianist Anne-Marie McDermott) was superb. 
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New York Debut Review: Julia Bullock and Renate Rohlfing 
Young Concert Artists | Merkin Concert Hall 
 Joshua Rosenblum | Opera News | June 2014 

Julia Bullock, a 2012 Young Concert Artists winner, demonstrated both profound artistry and impressive  
originality in her New York debut recital at Merkin Hall on March 11.  Both qualities were obvious in her first 
set, which alternated early Berio folk song arrangements with late Rossini songs.  Bullock's radiant soprano 
shines brightly and unfailingly.  She also summons a rich, earthy, mezzo-ish quality in her low register. Most 
compellingly, however, she communicates intense, authentic feeling, as if she were singing right from her 
soul.  The two Rossini selections were contrasting settings of the same short text; the Berio pieces were from 
the composer's early Quattro Canzoni Popolari.  These brief, similarly themed songs by two Italians from  
different centuries illuminated each other in unexpected ways, and Bullock sang them with a fervent sincerity, 
leavened with a dash of knowing humor. 

A new piece by the opulently gifted twenty-three-year-old David Hertzberg, the Young Concert Artists'      
Composer-in-Residence, used two Wallace Stevens poems as his text, and overflowed with a refreshingly    
explorative harmonic language that was an intriguing match for Stevens' dense, eloquent imagery.  Bullock, 
for her part, sang as if in a state of unfolding amazement at the otherworldly musical and visual universe she 
herself was evoking. She sang this difficult but mesmerizing work from memory, as if it were a familiar       
repertory item, and pianist Renate Rohlfing showed similar mastery of the richly cascading, often                 
cataclysmically dissonant accompaniment.  

This premiere was followed by five characteristically stark and powerful songs of Messiaen, a composer who 
has clearly had an influence on Hertzberg.  In "Résurrection," Bullock sang climactic phrases like "I sing: for 
you, my Father, for you, my God" with a shattering intensity, her ringing, resplendent tone demonstrating the 
heights of artistry that can be attained at this level of emotional rawness. 

Bullock's second half opened with a tribute to Josephine Baker, an artist whom Bullock, as she related in    
spoken remarks, has long admired and identified with. (Both were born in St. Louis, for starters.)  Bullock has 
the right  vocal stylings and even some of the moves to evoke Baker and her era; she had the audience eating 
out of her hand.  Of the six Baker-associated songs, all in delectable jazzy arrangements by Jeremy Siskind, 
the most memorable was "Si j'étais blanche" ("If I were white").     Bullock's performance was girlishly tongue-
in-cheek, a playful presentation of a serious issue, but the knowledge that Baker left New York for Paris after 
realizing the U.S. at the time "was a country only for white people" offset the number's                                 
lightheartedness.  Bullock segued without pause into three songs from Xavier Montsalvatge's Cinco Canciones 
Negras, whose vivid characters took on enhanced dimensionality in the context of Baker's racial struggles. 
"Cradle Song for a Little Black Boy," in particular, was heartbreaking. 

Once again without pause, Bullock segued right into a set of three spirituals, also in arrangements by           
Siskind.  At this point it was no surprise that Bullock could sing these with as much soulfulness and               
authenticity as anyone.  In these sometimes pain-filled renditions, she summoned a mournful, occasionally 
raspy quality that she layered naturally onto her already multi-hued timbral palette.  In the same spirit, she 
rendered her encore, Bernstein's "Somewhere," with an emphatic, deep-seated yearning, as if the present were 
almost unbearable. 
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A Finale, Firsts Included 
Zachary Woolfe 
The New York Times 
April 17, 2013 

Celebrating its 20th season this year, the New Juilliard Ensemble has taken audiences on a 

world tour. 

The ensemble finished its anniversary season on Friday evening at Alice Tully Hall with a   

concert dominated by American composers and featuring two Juilliard graduate students who 

won the group’s annual composing competition. 

Once again the ensemble and Joel Sachs, its founder and conductor, showed themselves to be 

invaluable advocates for new and recent music. Friday’s concert featured an impressive five 

world premieres: pieces by the established composers Luca Lombardi and Laura Elise 

Schwendinger, alongside works by three artists in their 20s: Mohammed Fairouz and the   

competition winners, Eugene Astapov and David Hertzberg. 

If there was a wearying consistency of style in the premieres — a lot of ethereal textures and 

interplay between coy dissonances and lush lyricism — Mr. Sachs and the ensemble              

approached them all with energy and precision. 

Best was Mr. Hertzberg’s “femminina, oscura,” inspired by country nights and titled after lines 

from Wallace Stevens: 

Night, the female, 

Obscure, 

Fragrant and supple, 

Conceals herself. 

 

The work’s nightscape was calm yet eerie, starting with hushed chords punctuated by harp 

plucks. This led to a mournfully beautiful solo for the wonderful flutist Emi Ferguson that 

brought her from breathy bursts to lithe melodies. If scoring for both harmonium and celesta 

may have been a little much, they combined with shivers of strings to genuinely evocative   

effect. 
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David Hertzberg, YCA Composer in Residence 

Preludes and Prefaces 
Harry Rolnick 
ConcertoNet.com 
April 1, 2011 

Alice Tully Hall, Lincoln Center Complex 

04/01/2011 -   

David Hertzberg: Nympharum 

Christopher Castro: Monolith 

Peng-Peng Gong: Hourly Reminiscence 

Grigory Smirnov: Romance for Solo English Horn and Orchestra 

 

Jennifer Zetlan (Soprano), Hassan Anderson (English horn),  

Peng-Peng Gong (Piano) 

Juilliard Orchestra, Jeffrey Milarsky (Conductor)  

 

They flew into Juilliard School on wings of double-bass, violin, piano 

and composition, from Los Angeles, Nanjing, New York and Siberia. But all four composers at last night’s 

“Juilliard Orchestra Student Composers” concert had the honor of Jeffrey Milarsky on the podium, and an orches-

tra ready to give their all. 

 

 

The first composer, David Hertzberg, has spent all his life in music, including studies in Darmstadt. 

His Nympharum, from Ezra Pound’s line, Nympharum membra disjecta (The scattered limbs of the nymphs) has 

already garnered the prestigious Arthur Friedman Composition Prize, for good reason. The work for high soprano–

taken unerringly by the familiar voice of Jennifer Zetlan–carried, in its three Pound poems, lines not unlike Lulu, 

reaching, soaring into the landscape against a loud but not intrusive orchestra.  

 

True, the three poems are aphoristic, almost haiku, and Mr. Hertzberg has clothed them in grandiose orchestral 

robes more fitting for an epic poem. But the lines were extravagantly good, the long epilogue to the tiny “Dawn 

Song” was lush and dreamy, the sounds themselves evoking auras.  
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DAVID HERTZBERG, composer 

LIST OF COMPOSITIONS 

 

Instrumental - Large Ensemble 
 

for none shall gaze upon the Father and live for orchestra (12 minutes) 

(flute 1/piccolo, flute 2, flute 3/alto flute, oboe, english horn, 2 clarinets, bass clarinet, bassoon, contrabassoon, 4 

horns, 3 trumpets, 3 trombones, tuba, timpani, harp, celesta, strings) 

Written for and premiered by the Curtis Orchestra, April 11, 2015 

 

Spectre of the Spheres for orchestra (12 minutes) 

(piccolo, flute, alto flute, oboe, english horn, clarinet, bass clarinet, bassoon, contrabassoon, 4 horns, 2 trumpets, 3 

trombones, tuba, timpani, 3 percussion, harp, celesta, strings) 

Commissioned by the Colorado All State Orchestra 

Premiered by the Colorado All State Orchestra, February 15, 2014 

Performed by the Curtis Orchestra, March 31, 2014 

 

femminina, oscura for chamber orchestra (12.5 minutes) 

(flute/piccolo, oboe/english horn, clarinet/bass clarinet, bassoon/contrabassoon, horn, trumpet, tenor trombone, 

tuba, percussion, harp, celesta, harmonium, 2 violins, viola, cello, bass) 

Commissioned in 2012 by the New Juilliard Ensemble  

Premiered at Alice Tully Hall, April 12, 2013 

 

Nympharum for high soprano and orchestra (15 minutes) 

Winner of the Juilliard Orchestra Competition 

2011 Arthur Friedman Prize for the score judged most outstanding in the competition 

2011 William Schuman Prize (BMI) 

(3 flutes, 3 oboes, 3 clarinets, 3 bassoons, 4 horns, 3 trumpets, 3 trombones, tuba, timpani,  

2 percussion, harp, celesta, solo soprano and strings) 

Premiered by Jennifer Zetlan and the Juilliard Orchestra at Alice Tully Hall, April 1, 2011 

 

 

Solo and Chamber 
 

Daphne unbound for solo violin (12 minutes) 

Commissioned by the BMI Foundation and Concert Artists Guild for In Mo Yang. 

Premiered by In Mo Yang at Weill Hall on April 26, 2016. 

 

alba for solo piano (20 minutes) 

Commissioned by Concert Artists Guild for Steven Lin with support from the Adele and John Gray Endowment Fund. 

Premiered by Steven Lin at Carnegie’s Zankel Hall on November 18, 2016. 

 

Sunday morning for soprano, string nonet, and harp (approx. 40 minutes) 

2014 Catherine Doctorow Prize for Music Commissioned for Gotham Chamber Opera  

Premiered by the New York City Opera Orchestra at Jazz at Lincoln Center on March 16, 2016 



 

Hyacinth for solo viola (5-6 minutes) 

Commissioned by the Curtis Institute for Ren Martin-Doike  

Premiered at Curtis on a Network for New Music Concert on April 17, 2015 

 

murmurations for saxophone quartet (15 minutes) 

Commissioned by the American Composers Forum with funds from the Jerome Foundation for the PRISM Quartet 

Premiered by the PRISM Quartet at the Curtis Institute of Music and Symphony Space in Spring 2015  

 

Ellébore for clarinet, horn, piano, violin, viola, cello, bass (approx. 6 minutes) 

Premiered at Tanglewood Music Center by the New Fromm Players on August 15, 2014 

To be performed at the Kennedy Center in Washington, DC on January 30, 2017 

 

Venus among the palms for Soprano and Piano (8 minutes) 

Premiered at the Tanglewood Music Center on August 3rd, 2014  

Performed at the Kennedy Center on May 1, 2015 

 

Ablutions of Oblivion for Soprano and Piano (15 minutes) 

Commissioned in 2013 by Young Concert Artists, Inc. for Julia Bullock  

Premiered at the Kennedy Center on March 2, 2014 and at Merkin Concert Hall on March 11, 2014 

 

notturno incantato for Piano (15 minutes) 

Commissioned in 2013 by Concert Artists Guild for Steven Lin 

Premiered at Carnegie’s Weill Recital Hall, February 11, 2014 

Performed at the Kennedy Center, September 27, 2014 

 

Méditation boréale for String Quartet (15 minutes) 

Commissioned in 2012 by the Santa Fe Chamber Music Festival for the Flux Quartet 

Premiered at the St. Francis Auditorium in Santa Fe, NM on July 26, 2013 

Performed by The Dover Quartet in Field Concert Hall at the Curtis Institute, April 18, 2014 

Performed by The Fromm Quartet at the Tanglewood Music Center, July 13, 2014 

 

Orgie céleste for Clarinet, Violin and Piano (15 minutes) 

Commissioned in 2012 by Young Concert Artists, Inc. for the miXt Ensemble 

Premiered by violinist Paul Huang, clarinetist Narek Arutyunian, and pianist Ursula Oppens at Merkin Concert 

Hall, February 17, 2015 

 

endymionis somnum dormire for soprano and String Quartet (10 minutes) 

2012 ASCAP Morton Gould Young Composer Award 

Premiered in Harris Hall at the Aspen Music Festival (2012) 

 

Vocalise for cello and piano (6 minutes) 

Premiered at the Austrian Cultural Forum by Jay Campbell and Conor Hanick (2010) 

 

Four Pieces for Piano for solo piano (5 minutes) 

Premiered by James Goldsworthy at Westminster Choir College (2010) 

 



Opera 
The Rose Elf (50 minutes) 

 for four voices (sop.mez.ten.bbar) and ensemble (cl.hn.perc.pno.2vln.vla.vc.cb)  

A tragic opera in one act after H.C. Andersen  

Words and music by David Hertzberg 

Written for Opera Philadelphia's Double Exposure program and premiered in workshop 
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